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About This Content

Join the fight for freedom! Dive into the next chapter of the critically acclaimed game FINAL FANTASY XIV Online
with its epic next expansion pack - Stormblood!

Journey to the East to explore vast, new lands and play as two new jobs─red mage and samurai.
New tales of daring and adventure await as the Warrior of Light prepares for a journey beyond the borders of Aldenard.

Explore vast, new lands, including Ala Mhigo, and challenge new Primal threats across Eorzea as you embark on hundreds of
new quests as the Warrior of Light!

• New adventures in Ala Mhigo and Doma
• Play as two new jobs─red mage and samurai
• New exploration with swimming and diving

• Level cap increase from 60 to 70
• Changes to the battle system

• Journey to the Far Eastern city of Kugane
• Explore Gyr Abania, the Ruby Sea, Yanxia, and the Azim Steppe

• New primals and beastmen: Lakshmi and the Ananta, Susano and the Kojin
• New dungeons

• A new 8-man raid: Interdimensional Rift─Omega
• A new alliance raid: Return to Ivalice

• The Forbidden Land of Eureka
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• New gear and crafting recipes
• A new residential district: Shirogane

• Expanded item inventory

The Digital Collector's Edition contains amazing content to aid you in your adventures in Eorzea. Including exclusive
in-game items:
  • Syldra Mount

  • Wind-up Bartz Minion
  • Chicken Knife

With over six million adventurers worldwide, there is no better time to join the resistance than now!

Note:
The FINAL FANTASY XIV: Stormblood expansion pack also includes FINAL FANTASY XIV: Heavensward.

FINAL FANTASY XIV Online game packages available on Steam may only be registered and added on a Square Enix account
that has the base game “FINAL FANTASY XIV Online Starter Edition" (or formerly known as "FINAL FANTASY XIV: A

Realm Reborn”) purchased on Steam.

To view your 20 digit registration codes after purchase, simply right-click on “FINAL FANTASY XIV” in your Steam
“Library” and select “View CD key” on the Steam client. The codes will always be accessible from this location should you ever

need to reference them again.

The registration codes can be redeemed immediately on the Mog Station http://sqex.to/Msp. If this is your first time installing
and registering "FINAL FANTASY XIV Online", you may redeem your registration codes during the initial installation process.

The 20 digit expansion registration codes (Standard Edition codes start with "RE3A" and Collector's Edition codes start with
"RG3A") must be registered to a FINAL FANTASY XIV service account with a Steam entitlement and must be entered in the

Mog Station menu by clicking on the "Enter the Registration Code for the Expansion" button.

Please note that the Brazilian and Russian subscription and optional item prices were adjusted on November 15th, 2017. Please
visit the following links for further details: Brazilian / Russian prices.
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Title: FINAL FANTASY XIV: Stormblood
Genre: Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Square Enix
Publisher:
Square Enix
Franchise:
FINAL FANTASY
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 32/64 bit, Windows® 8.1 32/64 bit, Windows® 10 32/64 bit

Processor: Intel® Core™i5 2.4GHz or higher

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280 x 720: NVIDIA® Geforce® GTX750 or higher, AMD Radeon™ R7 260X or higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 60 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound® sound card (DirectX® 9.0c or higher)

Additional Notes: System Requirements may be subject to change. If you are using a router, make sure you have the following
ports set up to allow game packets to pass through. TCP Ports: 80, 443, 54992-54994, 55006-55007, 55021-55040

English,French,German,Japanese
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Not the best game ive ever played, but a Pretty decent, short game that take you 4 different location to try and avoid different
monsters. Some levels were easier than others. So if you are looking to play a short title, check out AMBERSKULL

The only thing I didnt like was the ending, But hey...that might just be me.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/J0OqFHPCpcs. If you've been dying for a game to give you that populus fix with a few new twists and turns
on the idea of a god sim, here you go. The game has a fun flow of learning, experimentation often leads to "ahah" moments. The
only real drawbacks to this game is that its kinda small, and that you will eventually run out of things to do in it.

But for its price, its a fair experience, one I highly reccomend if you like strategy games with a bit of nuance and a dash of
chance with the deck system.

Easily a good 10 hours of fun if you are someone who plays without guides.. I remember playing this pinball game on the Amiga
500 in 1994. I think it was called Pinball Dreams. I loved it. It was really good. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvEdBuGPL5E

What?.... Worms Pinball?... Like from that really good fun Worms strategy? OK let me have a look.

Oh.... this is awful.... what a shame. A super adaptation of the board game.

Starts out rather random as two novices rely too much on the "Yomi" aspect of trying to outguess each other.

Evolves into a game of valuation. A player who knows the value of each play at any given time, and what his character's ideal
move distributions are in a given matchup, will crush an opponent who does not.

And then finally, at an expert level, the mind-games and randomness aspect is rolled back in, but now in a much more satisfying
way -- because the lines between an optimal move and a bad one are blurred. If both you and your opponent know the optimal
move at any given time, and every move in the game can be countered if it can be predicted... then is it really the optimal move?

The answer lies in the middle ground. This game, at its highest level, becomes a mix of both Yomi (reading your opponent)
AND valuation (judging the current game state correctly while planning future turns), so the designer absolutely accomplished
his goals.

And it's a good thing, because this game relies on both of those elements. Without the valuation, it becomes a random game.
And without the Yomi, it becomes repetitive and scripted.

The human element ensures that the game does not get stale, while the ever-changing game state challenges you to analyze
abilities and known information to find the best move on any given turn... and then decide whether you want to use it, play it
safe, or counter its counter.. The fighting mechanics for this game are pretty solid.
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Some of it could be finetuned, the dialogue has a lot of errors and some sentences aren't even grammatically correct but I
believe it was written in-house for foreign speakers of English.
Overall, you'll get a lot of enjoyment out of the game if you like a more realistic style of fighting over the modern platform
fighters today.
Bonus points for you if you've taken a serious interest in Karate and have trained to compete in full contact tournaments.. Great
voice acting.. 2/10: Considering the age it has decent graphics, but they are obviously outdated now. That's the positive things.
On to the negative.
First off; it's sporting massive multiplayer online combat, with 64 people....while the servers are down. So don't even think about
playing online anymore. After figuring that out, I gave a shot at the singleplayer campaign. It's the cheesy arcade-hall story:
"Red Star Nation attacks the oil supplies in the Middle East. We must stop them!". The gameplay itself isn't much better. Your
main rifle has the scatter of a shotgun as soon as you fire more than 1 shot at a time, vehicles drive clunky and the AI is
abysmal. The AI actually gives more meaning to the "singleplayer" than it simply not being multiplayer, you actually feel like
you play alone. At several instances I see one of my teammates and an enemy brotherly coming into a room or up the stairs. The
enemy starts shooting me, while my teammate does nothing.
Worst was when I encountered an enemy tank; it was parked right next to one of my own vehicles, which was shooting its
machinegun at the enemy. Ofcourse it was equipped with a rocket, but hey, those are expensive I guess!
However, the moment I got near the enemy noticed me and felt like it should shoot at me. Not much fun. Don't consider buying
it.. Great for retro resources. This is a good engine for beginners.. this game is great fun, if you like games were you go around
trying not to die its made for you have fun. also great price for this game. Fun game, but there is no one ever online. The game
is just a waste if you cant play with others
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I bought the steam version, after i finished the game on Android. As a platformer that immitate their 80s-90s forefathers, it has
a little bit story that adds some depth to the game and sense to the action. Even if the existence of a story isn't a big thing for the
genre, it is a significant pro for some old timers like me. The art direction has some flaws. Difficulty curve often feels like it's
random. But the game has all the familiar features of 80's best seller platformers. The pixel art and animation quality is also not
bad. Mahluk is a very good game for its price.. I think the background artworks are very nice, and there's potential in the story
idea.
However, I felt that the actual story is too short, with abrupt transitions between scenes. Elaboration of the plot points, as well as
addition of more "intermediary" scenes will probably help here. The language also felt too flowery at times.

In addition, the endings felt jarring because it's suddenly implied that Kira has killed many people prior to her encounter with
the protagonist.

Overall, I think the VN is still OK, and hopefully the team's future works will be better.. Game Information

Dark Parables: The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree Collector's Edition is an Fragmented Object Game that was developed by
Eipix Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The ninth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the
Snow Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel" and
"The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide."

Please do note that currently there are two developers for this game series: Blue Tea Games and Eipix Entertainment.

Blue Tea Games developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the Snow
Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel;" "Return of
the Salt Princess" and "The Match Girl's Lost Paradise."

Eipix Entertainment developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide;" "Queen of Sands;"
"Goldilocks and the Fallen Star;" "The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree;" "The Thief and the Tinderbox" and "Requiem for the
Forgotten Shadow."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals for the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Hard; Insane and Custom.

There is no notebook in the game. But there is an objective panel in the game; it is used to keep track of all the objectives in the
game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.
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There are some interactive items in the game. Most of the interactive item may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes are consists of the following: Fragmented items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or
no interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Some of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section as well.

There are two sets of collectibles in the game: Parables and Hidden Signs (Acorns). They are scattered throughout the game for the
player to find.

There is a separate collectible in game: Souvenir. But it can be accessed in the game's extra feature section only.

There are twelve different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to completed before they can be unlocked.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Soundtracks;
Concept Art and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are six different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. Iwould recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. -Quick Review-
Gravilon might create it's own genre of game called "Puzzle Platformer". Gravilon has a unique spin on a combining minimalist
graphics and creating a 2D-platforming-puzzle atmosphere. While the game is very simple in appearance the game jumps in
difficulty very quickly.

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: There really isn't a story in Gravilon, you're a block exploring the vastness of.... Gravilon.

Game Play: I personally love simple controls, because then you can make the gameplay more complex and difficult based around
simple controls. (for example, with Super Meat Boy, you have insanely difficult levels, but simple controls)
For Gravilon, you move right or left, and have a "slow down time" move, most of the game complexity and difficulty comes from
the environment, you can reverse your gravity by touching little white blocks.There are often times multiple paths to complete a
level, once you spawn into a level, you need to make your way to the "end block".

Achievements: There are no achievements for Gravilon at this time. Thank goodness, the achievements would undoubtedly be as
difficult as the game. (it's always possible they might be added, just so I pull out my hair in frustration.)

Price Gravilon is priced at $1.99, that's a fair asking price for the amount of time most people will spend playing this game.

Conclusion: Gravilon is a nice short game that you'll play for a couple hours, depending on how good you are at puzzle + 2D +
platformers and or divided by stubbornness, you can probably drag out more time from the game.
While I don't really feel too strongly one way or another towards this game, I would recommend checking it out if for no other
reason then supporting the indie developer, quaint games like there are abundant but I personally always enjoy playing them.. This
game reminded me my childhood <3333. Most of the bad reviews for this game are based on the initial release of the game, It is
much better know. A long time ago I used to play a game called Capitalizim, I played it alot and loved it. I always wished the game
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would come back somehow some way and it did, it is Industry.. The developers of this game are absolute genious's in the fact they
took a hit game from the past and reproduced it. This game is only for people who like Economic and I stretch to say Simulation
games. I only hope the developers take this further like I wanted Capitalizim taken further. Now to gameplay: This is really a game
of wits. At first it seems hard but after a few rounds it becomes much easier. Lets go further. Sound: I love all the sounds from the
factories and markets, farms etc. They put alot of time into sounds. Music well okay. Voice none. Cut sceans none. Going back to
gameplay. You must like Economic gameplay to understand this game. My hat off to the the Mathmatician who put this togeather.
Just the puzzle part and skill of this gam is gem. Amyone who would give this a bad review is not a true fan of Econmic gameplay..
go fix those controls u stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this is the minimum you can do to make this
""""""game""""" a less \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier. A great little game with an excellent atmosphere, looking foward to
the next chapter.
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